Introduction.
Entire functions of one complex variable which together with all their derivatives assume integer values at a finite number of integer points have been studied to a considerable extent.
In particular certain lower bounds for the order and type of such transcendental integer valued entire functions have been obtained. Some studies related to this problem can be found in E. G. Straus [1] , [2] ; T. Schneider [3] , S. Kakeya [4] , G. Pólya [5] ; L. Bieberbach [6] , [7] ; D. Sato [8] (2).
For entire functions of n complex variables, order and type are not numbers, but rather certain manifolds in R". The main purpose of this dissertation is to generalize some of the results obtained for entire functions of one complex variable to entire functions of several complex variables. For the sake of simplicity most of our theorems are stated for two variables. The generalizations to more variables are immediate. More specifically we would like to generalize some of the basic results of D. Sato [8] and E. G. Straus [1] .
We define a strongly transcendental function as a function /= 2Za¡jz[z2 such that a¡j # 0 for arbitrarily large i and /. We also call a transcendental function, which is not strongly transcendental, weakly transcendental.
An entire function f(zx,z2) will be said to be Hurwitz if all its partial derivatives and its value are integral at the origin.
We shall begin by proving a number of theorems and lemmas and by making some generalized definitions. These will enable us to study order and type points of entire functions in terms of their interpolation series (Generalized Taylor series) at a rectangular array of points.
Two important facts that we shall generalize are the following theorems [8] .
I. There exist 2"° entire functions of order p, type a which together with all their derivatives assume integer values at the points 0, 1, 2,-,fc-1 for any order p with p ^ fc or p = fc and any type a with II. ^4n entire function f(z) satisfying the condition stated in I is a po/_y-nomial iffiz) is of order p < kor of order p = fc, type CT < CTp = ----]1 p-[l0g(fc-l)/l0gp] +--r (K-L). p:primC;pgfc-l P -1 (fc = 1,2,3,-).
We shall also characterize order and type curves of entire functions and show that there exists a continuum of entire functions having given order and type and having integral derivatives at a given array of points(3). Proof. We apply Sato's theorem twice. For z2 fixed we have: (3) After the completion of this paper it was brought to the author's attention that some of the results on order and type curves appearing in this paper had been published in Russian by B. A. Fuks. More recently his work has been translated into English [9] . The author's presentation is less general than that of Fuks and consequently more readable. Fuks does not deal with any of the questions related to entire functions with integral derivatives at certain points having prescribed order and type. is unbounded for each i = 1, -, fc and for every e > 0 is called the order off and is denoted by p(Py,p2,---,pk)■ Each point (py,---,pk) is called an order point off. Definition 2.2. Let f(zy,---,zk) be an entire function and let (Pi,-",p*) be an order point of/. The set of all fc-tuples (oy,---,crk) such that for ny + n2 sufficiently large for every e > 0 and conversely.
3. Hurwitz functions.
Theorem 3.1. Let f(zy,z2) be a Hurwitz function(4). If pt < 1 and p2 < 1 for any order point (py,p2) of f, then f is a polynomial.
Proof.
\l>lKPl + e) l"r, I " \«2/(P2 + E)
<i «1 «2
(4) In this section all results remain valid if we interpret "integer" or "Gaussian integer'' to mean integer in an imaginary quadratic field. [October for sufficiently large nx + n2. Thus we get |0.m| < nr-1/(p, + 0)"e-",-n2<1"1/,P2 + £',)"2e-"2 Pi < 1, p; + e < 1 or (1 -1 l(p, + e)) < 0 for sufficiently small e > 0 and for i = 1,2. Thus a"lHl = 0 for sufficiently large nx + n2.
Theorem 3.2. Let f(zx,z2) be a Hurwitz function with an order point (py,p2). If py = 1, p2 = 1, o y < 1 and a2 < 1 for some (ax,a2)eaPtP2 then f is a polynomial.
Proof. In other words apq with p> s or q > t makes no contribution to this derivative since its multiplier vanishes at (a,,, ß).
We have -¿t = (contribution of terms preceding ast)
as a Gaussian integer sufficiently near to the first term on the right we have (for fixed c^(2)~1/2)(5). Similarly for
we know that w<m"m" Clearly if we pick c sufficiently large then the inequality (3.4) does not determine a'M+"/(gtoft) dzf dzn uniquely and our construction leads to a continuum of functions satisfying the conditions of our theorem.
Theorem 3.4. There exists at most a denumerable number of f with an order point (fc\fc), where f is of the kind described in Theorem 3.3 and such that a type point iery,a2) which is in erkk satisfies 'x^Vtäl-2'* and a3<\V[fi¿\-2>*.
Proof. It suffices to show that under these conditions (3.5) atSkW.Ufa-tiY'IKßi-ßjf1
for sufficiently large s and t, since that makes the determination of ast so that d5"*'' fiah,ßl)ldzsyhdz2' is a Gaussian integer unique.
Equation ( Similarly for (a2+ e)\ y2 | < 1 we get [(a + e)\ y2 \]"ko(ea) < 1/2 for sufficiently large t and our theorem follows. Our results so far have been connected to functions integral valued at a rectangular array of points. We now wish to show that any finite set of Gaussian integers can be transformed into a rectangular array of points by one-to-one algebraic transformations and that the arithmetical restrictions can be essentially preserved by these transformations.
We are going to consider transformations of the group, G, generated by transformations of the types (3.6) y y = CyXy +/(x2), y2 = c2x2, CyC2 =£ 0 and (3.7) y y = CyXy, y2 = c2x2 + giXy) , CyC2 # 0 where/, g axe polynomials. The inverses are obviously of the same form. It is easy to show (Theorem 3.5) that any n-tuple of points (a¡,b¡);i = 1,-,fi can be transformed into any other w-tuple (c¡,di);i = 1, •••,» by a transformation of G. Since we are interested in transformations which map the lattice points with Gaussian integral coordinates into themselves and a function with Gaussian integral partial derivatives at certain lattice points into a function with the same property at the image points, we shall be concerned with the subgroup Gy of G generated by those transformations (3.6) and (3.7) for which c¡, c2 axe Gaussian units and the polynomials /, g together with all their derivatives are Gaussian integral valued (it suffices to consider /, h with Gaussian integral coefficients). For every n-tuple of lattice points (a¡,b¡);i = 1, •••,/! there exists a transformamation of Gy which maps it into a rectangular array of lattice points (Cj>dk)l j = l,-,l; k = l» -,jw; lm = n. ,x2) be an entire function in two complex variables whose value and derivatives are Gaussian integers at the pairs of Gaussian integers (ay, by), ■■■,(ak, bk). Let yy = cxy +f(x2) and y2 = x2 be a map which takes (a¡,b¡) into (a¡, b¡) for i -l,---,k, where c is a Gaussian unit andf(x2) is a polynomial with Gaussian integral coefficients. In such a case all the derivatives as well as the value of F(yy,y2) = (b(xy,x2), considered as a function of y y and y2, are Gaussian integers at (ay,bf),■■■,(ak,b¿i.
Proof. ôm+nF(ai,b) ¡dy^dy2 can be expressed as a linear combination with integral coefficients of terms ôp']'qeb(ai,bl)ldxydx2 multiplied by derivatives of Xy and x2 with respect to y y and v2. Since all these quantities are Gaussian integers the result follows.
By virtue of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 and Theorem 3.5 it suffices to consider rectangular arrays in place of general ones when dealing with certain questions. With this is mind, we prove the following theorem. Proof. My,t2W2dí\y
where Ry >max{|a¡|} and R2 > max{\ßx\} and Ry^co^R2. where p6m is the greatest power of p which divides Qm. Now we are interested in the highest powers of Gaussian primes which divide (s -x) !. Since these powers will be multiplied by each other, we will be multiplying Gaussian primes by their conjugates. Therefore, in the final analysis, we may as well concern ourselves with the highest powers of the rational primes which divide (s -x) !. We should note, however, that though we originally take all products over all Gaussian primes, we can take them over all rational primes because aV = (aaf = p", where a and, therefore, ä and p are primes, where ä denotes the conjugate of a. Since | ä | = | a | = p or | a" | = | a | = p2 if a = p, the exponent which normally would be lo8mi u_^ -°g™i becomes < log | a ] " logp
We now complete the proof using only rational primes. . (ö»/0Hi+«) < s-s/a + e')s-s/mik + s')es/(k + e) = s-s(l/(_k-+ e')+l/<o(k + e'»es/(k + e) < j-ï/iS+i") m\5/(ï + E'") / r.í , »/\í/(fc' + £'") (ek + tr\«<k+' ' /ek' + £m\ for sufficiently large s + t, where fc' is any number such that 0 ^ fc' < fc. Thus Theorem 3.3 holds even with fc replaced by fc' at least for the part dealing with order. A similar argument involving ay and o2 can be argued so that we finally get the following theorem:
Theorem 3.7. There exists a continuum of strongly transcendental entire functions with order point (py,p2) and type point (ay,a2) which, together with all their derivatives, assume Gaussian integer values at the points (<Xi,ßj); i = l,---,k; j = l,-,k for any order point (py,p2) with Py> k or with Py = k and ay > acl.
A similar theorem holds with respect to p2 and a2. We now proceed with an analysis of order and type curves. In the following we shall discuss the fc-variable case. This can be accomplished with the same ease of notation as the 2-variable case. By the order set of / we shall mean the set of all points on or above the order of/. We shall say that ord/ < ord g iff order set of fez order set of g.
To simplify our discussion we shall associate to the order set {(Py,---,pk)} of f(zy,---,zk), the set of points {(l/Pi,"-,l/pt)} which we call the reciprocal order set of/. Here / is independent of those z¡ for which a¿ = 0 and hence p¡ = 0 for <x¡ = 0. We now restrict our attention to the positive a¡. Since ani""k= n ~" for n¡ = [mx¡] and 0 otherwise the inequality By the type set of / we shall mean the set of all points on or above the type of/. We now characterize types by proving the following two theorems. is entire and has the desired property. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.9 that g has ipy,---,pk) as an order point. Now let ioy,---,ok) be any type point of g at ipy,---,pk). We get for sufficiently large n that for any type point ioy,---,ok) in ipJ^y^KeJn-" < iepyioy + t^nttfT"" -iepkion + e) Indoor K ^Y\ki = i((Ti +£)<"1'" f°r every e>0 and conversely every point satisfying this inequality is a type point. Thus type is given by K = n °?lpii=i Theorem 3.13. Let the set {(log Oy,---, log of)} which we denote by logo, be convex and such that all planes of support have outer normals in the positive orthant. Then o is the type set of some entire function f at a prescribed order point (py,---,p") with Pi>0. Then there exists a continuum of entire functions whose values and derivatives are Gaussian integers at a given k x fc rectangular array of points which have o as their type curve at (py,p2).
It is also natural to conjecture that if for a given array of pairs of integers, for every point on a hyperbolic convex curve eb, there exists an entire function with its value and derivatives integral at the given array and which has this point as an order point, then there exists an entire function, whose value and derivatives are integral at the given array and which has eb as its order curve.
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